14 JANUARY 2021 - PRESS RELEASE
MIRABAUD ASSET MANAGEMENT IS GRANTED
THE SRI LABEL FOR ITS GLOBAL EQUITY STRATEGIES

London/Paris, 14 January 2021 – Mirabaud Asset Management announces that it has been
awarded the SRI label for its two Global Equity Strategies; the Mirabaud - Sustainable
Global Focus Fund and the Mirabaud – Sustainable Global High Dividend Fund.
The SRI label was created and is supported by the French Ministr y of Finance. It follows a set of rigorous
criteria to demonstrate the systematic and measurable integration of extra-financial and ESG analysis in
investments. These two funds join the Mirabaud – Sustainable Global Convertible Bond Fund, in having been
awarded this SRI label.
Mirabaud Asset Management’s global equity team constructs high conviction portfolios via the identification of
multiple global themes displaying strong long-term structural growth tailwinds. Each quality franchise added to
the team’s portfolios must also meet rigorous ESG criteria, which are fully integrated into the investment process.
It involves both deep top down and bottom up company analysis as well as active company engagement.
Hamid Amoura, Head of Responsible Investment at Mirabaud Asset Management said about the labelling,
“We are delighted to be awarded this label. Obtaining this label reflects our continuous commitment to
Responsible Investment and our ambition to strengthen Mirabaud Asset Management’s positioning in terms
of sustainability and responsibility.”
Anu Narula, Head of Global Equities at Mirabaud Asset Management said: “It’s great to receive this label
in recognition of our robust ESG processes in our global equity franchise. As active, engaged managers, we
believe that there is no substitute for in-depth, bottom-up company research and ongoing active engagement
with companies. This deep due diligence is essential to gaining insights into a company’s management quality,
business strategy and potential risk exposure.”
Mirabaud Asset Management continue to develop their ESG processes and integration across their full fund
range, reinforcing their commitment to Responsible Investment.
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Mirabaud Asset Management
With offices in Geneva, Zurich, Paris, London, Madrid and Milan the Mirabaud Group’s Asset Management
division focuses on investment management and advisory services.
Its investment capabilities include:
- domestic, regional and global equities;
- flexible, convertible, high-yield & short duration fixed income;
- alternatives;
- multi-asset;
- private equity
Across all investments Mirabaud Asset management applies a common philosophy of an active, high conviction
approach to generating long-term risk adjusted returns. A focus on managing risk and a commitment towards
environmental, social and corporate governance principles are important constituents of Mirabaud’s heritage.
For more information, please visit our website: www.mirabaud-am.com

The Mirabaud Group
Mirabaud was founded in Geneva in 1819. Over time, it has developed into an international Group providing
clients with customised financial and advisory services in three core areas : Wealth Management (portfolio
management, investment advisory services and services for independent financial advisors), Asset Management
(institutional management, fund management and distribution) and Securities (traditional brokerage, research,
and capital markets).
Mirabaud has a focus on responsibility and sustainability. This is reflected in its interaction with its clients,
employees and wider society. A signatory of the UN’s Principles of Responsible Investment (PRI) since 2010,
Mirabaud holds the highest rating in this field thanks to its committed overall strategy and governance.
With some 700 employees, the Group has offices in Switzerland (Geneva, Basel and Zurich), Europe (London,
Luxembourg, Paris, Madrid, Barcelona, Valencia, Sevilla and Milan) and the rest of the world (Montreal, Dubai,
Abu Dhabi, Montevideo and São Paulo).
For more information, please visit our website: www.mirabaud.com
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